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Springer Tails
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue is a volunteer-based 501(c)3 animal welfare organization
dedicated to rescuing and re-homing English Springer Spaniels through
rescue, rehabilitation, training, humane education, and community outreach.

President’s Corner • What is a rescue dog?
LINDA JOHNSTON

A

purebred rescue is a group of volunteers that specializes
in rescuing one breed of dog—like MAESSR, that specializes in English Springer Spaniels. We are knowledgeable about the breed and care about their welfare. The dogs are
often taken from public or private shelters. They may have been
picked up as a stray by animal control or turned in by their
owners. People give up their pets for many good—and not-sogood—reasons. Rescue also takes dogs directly from their owners when the owner can no longer keep the dog. When an owner
dies, the family may turn the dog over to rescue for placement.
There are many ways a Springer may find its way to MAESSR.
The dogs that come to a rescue are from all types of backgrounds. Some, through no fault of their own, find themselves
without a home. An owner dies or moves somewhere and they
feel they can’t keep the dog or the dog is considered not suitable to the new home. Perhaps it was a cute puppy bought on
impulse, with no thought of what it would be when it grew
up. Often, temperament problems that could have been easily
corrected when the dog was young were allowed to continue
until the dog became a serious problem. Barking, growling, and
not being housetrained are often problems we hear about. Most
often families tell us that they just do not have the time needed
to commit to the dog. Many times it’s just not the right breed of
dog for that person or that particular family.
Dogs that come into MAESSR are all spayed or neutered before
placement so that none can be used for breeding in the future.
All vaccinations are brought up to date on our dogs. We do a
medical and temperament evaluation. Some come to rescue in
terrible condition. Many were strays living in the street, and
some come from neglectful or cruel homes. Fleas, ear infections,
and skin problems are common. Our Springers are groomed and
bathed by our volunteers or by professional groomers. They
are checked for fleas, ticks, worms, and other parasites. They
are tested for heartworm and started on preventative. Because
heartworm is spread by mosquitoes, it is endemic everywhere in
the continental U.S.

People are often drawn to a dog by its looks, but it is the
temperament of the dog you must live with. A behavior that
one person thinks is cute can be unacceptable to someone else.
Young dogs have lots of energy and may need more attention
than an older dog.
While in foster care, we try to find out as much as possible
about each Springer to help find it a new home that will be
successful for both the dog and the family. Some dogs will be
wonderful pets as long as they are the only dog or the only pet.
Springers come in all sizes, ages, and personalities. Remember,
just like with people, some appearance and personality and
behavioral traits are passed down through the family. Few of
our dogs are puppies; most are one- to two-year-olds. Teenagers!
Some are in their senior years and these are the special ones.
Often older dogs still have many good years left. These dogs
often thrive in multi-dog homes and with people who are home
during the day, and seniors too! What wonderful companionship
this can be for a senior couple or widow or widower—to have a
pet that is in the same place in its life as the owner is, able to
receive lots of love and enjoy its new home!
MAESSR will ask you many questions to find out the most about
your situation and needs. We will then try to match you with
the right dog for your family. When choosing a dog from a purebred rescue like MAESSR, acknowledge that this is a dog with a
past. If we know where the dog came from, it is easier; however,
if it was a stray we may not know that much about it. We can
only guess what type of life it had before it came into rescue.
Be patient and caring with the dog and it should settle into
your new home in a few weeks. Take things slowly until you get
to know each other. Keep things quiet and try to establish a
routine with it. The dog has had a life routine before and that
is its security. Most rescued dogs adjust fairly quickly and are
happy to be in a home where they are loved and cared for.
When you take a rescue dog, you are truly saving its life. A
rescue dog can bring great joy to you and your family for many
years to come.

All medical work is done to get the dogs back on the road to a
good life. We also evaluate them for temperament. Will they be
able to adjust to a new home? Will they be safe with children
and other pets?
www.maessr.org
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Who’s That Volunteer?
Linda Lintz

New Volunteers
LINDA JOHNSTON

CANDI LYNN

S

even years ago Linda Lintz fell in love with a special needs
English Springer Spaniel. This Springer’s health was in
such a sad state and Linda waited many months to adopt
him. Though the adoption did not happen due to the Springer’s health, this disappointment led to another special needs
Springer—Benny, Linda’s heart-dog. Linda’s bond with Benny
led her into a whole new world—the world of rescue. Linda has
been involved with rescues since 2006. She is involved with a
few different Springer rescues, some national and some regional. But MAESSR has been Linda’s favorite to volunteer with!
The camaraderie, Linda states, is by far the best. Linda’s reason
for volunteering is simply for the love of the English Springer
Spaniel!
Linda has adopted a total of 12 dogs, Springers and mixes. Her
main love of a dog falls with the seniors and special needs dogs.
Linda currently has four wonderful companions!
Linda’s heart-dog, Benny, started off with a terrible skin condition called mange. At first it went undetected by skin scrapings. The bond between Linda and Benny took on a whole new
meaning as she cuddled with him day and night to help ease his
itchiness. The bond of “itching” went further, as both Linda and
Benny shared this itchy condition, though thankfully mange
parasites cannot complete their cycle on humans. Benny’s consistent treatment soon eased his itchiness.

O

ur MAESSR volunteers come from locations that we service
all along the Mid-Atlantic Region, including New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia,
Delaware, and West Virginia. We also have volunteers in South
Carolina, North Carolina, Arizona, Minnesota, Alabama, Tennessee, and New York, who, despite their remote locations, are able
to assist our organization to accomplish its mission.
If you are interested in learning more about volunteer opportunities, please contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Linda
Johnston, at springerlove@comcast.net, or simply complete the
online volunteer application on our Web site.
Please join us in welcoming the following new volunteers who
recently joined MAESSR.
Michele and Allan Berkhimer | Mineral Point, Pa. • Stephanie Bogot |
Egg Harbor, N.J. • Nancy Bomberg | Bethesda, Md. • Shocky Boyjian |
Virginia Beach, Va. • Carolyn Deiter | Washington, DC • Kelly Findley |
Friendship, Md. • Jeannie Garner | Lawrenceville, N.J. • Elizabeth Hettel | Downingtown, Pa. • Molly Holt | Washington, DC • Trach Hugh
| Radford, Va. • Deb Klutschkowski | Wyomissing, Pa. • Mary Beth Kochie | Shawsville, Pa. • Julie Lawrence | Goochland, Va. • Erin Mannix |
Phoenixville, Pa. • Dana McKenna | Bensalem, Pa. • Leonard
Mitchell | Chesterfield, Va. • Violaine Murray | Gainesville, Va. • Cynthia Nicholls | Springfield, Va. • Terry Peifer | Hamilton, N.J. • Helen
Schoene | Palmyra, Va. • Linda and Jerry Shope | Alexandria, Pa. • Sue
Sutter | Spring City, Pa. • Christine Taras | Summit Hill, Pa. • Rebecca
Vernon | Washington, DC • Lisa Wolfington | Philadelphia, Pa.

Linda’s first MAESSR adoptee was Wally. Wally had a very sad
story and Linda fell in love with him instantly. She knew Wally
belonged with her. Within one month, at the Springer Nationals in Rhode Island, Wally was walking proudly in the rescue
parade—a very special moment!
Linda currently lives in Mendon, New York with her four beloved
dogs. Her companions are MAESSR’s Wally and Rocky; Bailey, a
tripod from NEESSR; and Molly, a 15- or more-year-old Shepherd
mix, who was adopted from a local humane society some 13
years ago. Linda and her constant companions spend their time
together enjoying their home and land where the dogs have
acres to play and explore.
Other hobbies Linda enjoys include home remodeling, gardening
and landscaping, and driving performance Ford vehicles. Linda
is so grateful for all the dogs, and people who have touched her
life, and will continue with rescue for this reason. The dogs and
the people helped make her the person she is today and will
always be a part of her life.

An old dog, even more than an old
spouse, always feels like doing what you
feel like doing.
Robert Brault
www.maessr.org

TRACEY RACE, ALL TUCKERED OUT
AT THE LANGHORNE SPRINGERFEST
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The Use of Positive Reinforcement Techniques for Dog Training
MAXINE FOX

W

hat exactly does the term positive reinforcement
training (PRT) mean? By definition, it means being
rewarded for a desired behavior by adding something to
follow that behavior that makes it more likely that the behavior
will occur again in the future. That addition or reward can come
in a variety of ways, used both individually and in combination.
Some positive tools for dog training are high-value toys, treats,
verbal praise/petting, and play/exercise. High value means any
toys and treats that are known or suspected favorites but are
only used in specific circumstances such as training and behavior modification.
The use of positive reinforcement training should be used in all
basic obedience exercises as well as redirecting ongoing undesirable behaviors such as jumping on people or excessive barking.
When I started training for AKC obedience trials in the early
‘90s, this method was (thankfully) being used by my mentor;
however, it was not as widely accepted and utilized as it is
today. Nevertheless, there are people that still train their dogs
using negatives (aversives) and employ fear-based methods.
Negative reinforcement can include techniques such as spraying lemon juice in a dog’s face to stop barking, the use of shock
collars, or strong physical handling, which can pose a danger to
both dog and handler. That is truly unfortunate, because people
who do this are unwittingly destroying the trust that should be
between owner and dog, and they often fail to get the desired
result.
Since dogs learn by practicing a behavior and experiencing a
consequence of this behavior, if that behavior is followed by
a good consequence, the behavior will likely be repeated. An
example of this is if your dog jumps on you and gets attention by being talked to or petted, then he is being positively
rewarded and will continue to jump. If the behavior is followed
by a negative or even neutral consequence such as a lack of
attention to that behavior, the behavior will eventually end if
you are consistent. For the case of jumping, this would mean to
walk directly forward in the dog’s path so that he does not get
the footing to jump. Then employ your obedience command using “sit,” and immediately give a treat or pet the dog when he
is sitting calmly. Over time and with consistent practice, the dog
will learn that he gets attention and possible treats for sitting
calmly and no attention or treats for jumping.
Your goal should be to reward everything that is positive, desirable behavior and ignore or redirect any negative, undesirable
behavior. As MAESSR adopters, we need to recognize the value
of working consistently to provide a stable environment with
predictable schedules, fair and consistent rules, ample daily
exercise, and employ the use of positive reinforcement training
to our beloved Springers.
Here’s a link to a great website post from Jean Donaldson regarding how to find a great trainer for you and your dog:
http://pawsforpraise.wordpress.com/

*Jean Donaldson has more than 30 years experience in dog
behavior and training and is the founder and director of the San
Francisco SPCA Academy for Dog Trainers. Jean’s award-winning
books include The Culture Clash and Oh Behave! She lives in the
San Francisco Bay area with her Chow, Buffy. Visit www.jean
donaldson.com to keep up to date with Jean and her work.
Training Triumps!

Training Triumphs
RILEY graduated from Family Manners Obedience Class
1 and 2. Received his CGC
at the Pittsburgh picnic. He
will be attending AKC rally
obedience in the fall.
Linda Johnston
Thanks to Autumn’s temporary use of the citronella
collar, I get to sleep until
7am like a normal person,
and she doesn’t go into
bark-o-matic at first light.
Elliott, at age 10, learned
to sit and speak for his
supper and Autumn now
sits up on her hind legs for
treats and her supper.

RILEY JOHNSTON AT OBEDIENCE
Elliott stopped reconfigurSCHOOL GRADUATION
ing the woodwork around
our door as soon as we tried out a Thundershirt. That ceased to
be necessary as soon as we got him a canine companion. Martha
DOTZ came in as a wild girl—very sweet and gentle, but wild.
She knew nothing—no manners, no commands. She cried in her
crate at first, jumped up, piddled on the carpet now and then,
was scared to walk on house flooring, darted about the house,
pulled on leash, would not give up the ball when playing fetch,
and ate every rock and stick she saw.
Now after two months, she never cries in her crate, and in fact
goes in happily and gives her paw for her treat. She is polite
when waiting for meals and entering and exiting the house, and
she uses her indoor pace indoors too. She knows sit, gimme your
paw, leave it, and most importantly, NO. She is no longer afraid
of any flooring, walks politely on leash, and will drop the ball at
your feet when you say Leave It. She no longer eats every stick
she sees, and when she does pick one up, she drops it when she
hears a NO, or NO YUCKY.
Just from watching the other dogs, when entering the house
now she will not dart in, but sit and wait for you to take off
your shoes and do whatever, wait until you step into the room,
continued on page 5

www.maessr.org
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Then and Now
Sir Charles: The Odyssey of a Special Needs Dog
MARTHA W. McCARTNEY

T

hough you wouldn’t know
it today, Sir Charles, a
beautiful liver-and-white
Springer with a luxurious
coat, had a hard start in life.
Acquired by a family who kept
him outside, he was allowed
to languish for lack of attention and routine veterinary
care. Finally, he was given
away. Then, in 2009, when
his second owners decided to
relinquish him, he became a
MAESSR dog. By that time, he
was three or four years old,
heartworm positive, painfully
thin, and his skin was in poor
condition. Also, he hadn’t
been neutered and his upper
and lower eyelids needed corrective surgery. Quite understandably, he was anxious,
insecure, and in failing health.
That’s when Debbie Lipcsey came along. She welcomed Sir
Charles into her home and then, after a health assessment,
transferred him to his first foster mom, April Smith. Thanks
to the TLC April provided and some much-needed surgery and
medical treatment, he blossomed into a healthy, adoptable dog.
However, the person who adopted Sir Charles failed to continue
his medications and she also insisted on keeping him crated
whenever she was away from home. That was a huge mistake!
Unaccustomed to being confined in a small space, he became
claustrophobic and extremely anxious. In fact, he damaged his
teeth and bloodied his mouth and paws trying to escape from
the crate. Finally, after he’d grown so distraught that he’d destroyed three crates, he was returned to MAESSR.
At that point Sir Charles came into Fabienne Singer’s caring
hands. She showered him with love and attention and soon
discovered that he reciprocated. She found that if she made a
funny little “arrrrr” noise, he’d break into a full butt-wiggle and
then roll over for a belly rub. She also learned that he enjoyed
having his paws massaged. While entrusted to Fabienne’s care,
Sir Charles was treated for a thyroid problem and soon began to
flourish. Then, when he’d recovered his health, he was adopted.
However, Sir Charles and the adoptive family’s other dog just

didn’t get along, and so once
again he was returned to
MAESSR. This time, he had a
brief stay with the Lipcseys
and then went to Cheryl
Saggers’ home, where he was
fostered for two weeks. Cheryl
says that he got along well
with her dogs and that he was
super sweet.
Finally, Sir Charles, now known
as Charlie, found a permanent
home, one in which he’s truly
loved and appreciated. Adopter
Violaine (“V”) Romans-Murray,
who has had him for six months, describes him as a “big love”
and says that he’s a perfect gentleman. In fact, he’s such a
wonderful dog that she finds it difficult to understand why he
was passed from home to home. A typical Velcro Springer who
thrives on attention, especially from his mom, today Charlie
is an important member of the Romans-Murray family and is
receiving the royal treatment he richly deserves.

Anybody who doesn’t know what soap
tastes like never washed a dog.

There is no psychiatrist in the world like
a puppy licking your face.

Franklin P. Jones

Ben Williams
www.maessr.org
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Our Very Own Hero!

The Use of Positive Reinforcement Techniques
for Dog Training
continued from page 3

housands of tail wags to MAESSR’s own Vicki Phillips, who
has been selected as a finalist for the nationwide 2013
Home Again Hero of the Year Award. Vicki was nominated by volunteer Karen Stoffan (and a few of her MAESSR
friends) and will be featured in a public voting section which
starts in a few weeks.

and then she will follow. She is a super polite girl! What a turnaround for Dotz! We are going to miss her when she goes to her
furever home!
Maria, Dotz’ foster mom

T

Through the years as a MAESSR volunteer, Vicki has shuttled,
fed, watered, groomed, walked, fostered, taught, learned from,
traveled on behalf of, and helped find forever homes for countless dogs, beginning with her first adopted Springer Spaniel,
Mesha, and her first MAESSR dog, Ginger.

Morgan looks forward to me coming home each afternoon and
helps me clean. He takes his bedding in his crate and brings it
to me. We are now working on having him put it in the laundry
basket. He has been afraid of balloons, and by working with him
to desensitize him, he now will touch the balloon with his nose.
Darlene Cole

Five-year-old Dewey came to
In dog training,
live with us as a foster in the
Additionally, she has generously donated her time, services, and middle of a blizzard last winjerk is a noun, not
expertise to the victims—both two- and four-footed—of Hurter, and stayed and stayed and
a verb.
ricanes Sandy and Katrina.
stayed. What I want to say as
part of training tips is someDr. Dennis Fetko
Today Vicki is a member of the board of MAESSR for which she
manages fundraising; provides free grooming services to MAESSR thing I, as a MAESSR interpups (fostered, adopted alumni, and hurricane victims), and fos- viewer, have encouraged applicants to do—obedience training!
I took Dewey to classes more out of frustration than anything
ters dogs awaiting forever homes.
else, but the training, bonding, and improvement have been
Vicki’s nomination carries with it a $1,000 prize for MAESSR,
unbelievable. He is a different dog (sometimes). He and I have
and, if she wins in the public voting section, MAESSR will be
had a really good time. We are going on to agility training and
awarded $10,000! Watch the website, Facebook page, and Weekly hopefully Canine Good Citizen (he may not pass, but he’ll have
Update for voting details.
better manners—and we’ll have fun). So, my best training tip—
formal classes, even if you’ve had dogs forever and think you
Whether Vicki wins the official award or not, she is a MAESSR
hero among heroes! Thank you, Vicki, for all you do, and thank know what you’re doing, take an obedience classes! Nancy Hale
you Karen and team for nominating Vicki!
Pellet, class of 2011, is amazing in that his first triumph took

Calling All Pilots
and Aircraft Owners!
NANCY HALE

Caution: Cape does not enable user to fly.
Warning label on Batman Costume
MAESSR has the most wonderful volunteer transport team in the
mid-Atlantic states. These folks move our dogs from shelters to
foster homes to furever homes. Part of that team is a group of
pilots and plane owners called:

Wings of Love MAESSR Transport Team
Delivering Springers to their New Lives
Dedicated fliers help transport pups over the long distances
which would take several hours and several drivers if done by
car (we won’t even talk about a Batman’s cape!). New members
are needed. If you are a pilot or aircraft owner and would like to
help out our dogs, the foster families, and the adopting parents,
contact Michael Kuhn (makuhn@comcast.net or 609-332-3785
cell/856-757-8100 office). Your flight expenses during a transport flight are tax deductible and tail wags and friendly licks are
guaranteed.
And remember: “All journeys eventually end in the same place,
home.” (Chris Geiger)

only about 30 minutes of gentle give-and-take. Only about 30
minutes of back and forth, for him to teach Phyllis and me on
his very first night, that dogs, indeed, do sleep in bed with their
“Mom” and “Dad.” He successfully, very successfully, reinforces
this trick every 24 hours. Our guy is a real gem and we thank
the volunteers who perfectly matched Pellet with Phyllis and
me.
Jim Lockwood
Editor’s Note: Not exactly the kind of training triumph we
expected, but nonetheless, Pellet sure is a smart cookie and his
parents appear to be fast learners themselves!

Wag, Slurp, Kiss, Wiggle—
Thank You, Thank You!

T

he Internet is full of Springer thanks to the huge, creative,
talented, technologically-abled team who put together
MAESSR’s new website—have you had time to explore your
way through it? This project was a massive undertaking and
involved many, many volunteer hours from many, many people.
As we say, it’s all done for love of the dog! Thank you to all of
the many MAESSR volunteers who worked hard to bring the new
website to life!

www.maessr.org
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Thank you for donating!

“I expect to pass through this world but once; any good thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show
to any fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.” — Etienne de Grellet
MAESSR would like to acknowledge the generous support of our donors. We are deeply grateful for the generosity of our MAESSR
family. Your donations are essential to ensuring the continuation of our mission to rescue and re-home English Springer Spaniels.
Monthly Subscription
Donations
Nancy F. Barrett
Melissa & William
Campbell
Candace Clunan
Jenny Crandall
Lisa Dai Venker
Ilonka Dazevedo
Caroline Eaton
Michael Green
Debra Johnson
Linda Johnston
Gina Lasky
Lisa Nuzzaci
Rolf Rykken
James Vezina

General Donations
JANUARY
Carlton & Jean Bagley
Barbara Breeden
Kenneth Frengs
Miller Contracting, LLC
Thomas Scanlan
FEBRUARY
Atlantic Riding Center for
Health
Josh & Mary Kate Bauder
Kim Burgwyn
Maria Dorval
ESSFTA–Bench Show
Committee
Kim McCaffree
Georgiana & Robert Riley
Jane Schimek
Joyce Thomas
Mark Wainwright
MARCH
Jennifer Hallersley
Cheryl Larner
Michael Moyer
Clare Sarknas
Vernon & Geraine Stocker
Gerald Talbert
Allison Zadlo
APRIL
Edmund J. Sieminski
Jerry & Cheryl Saggers
Jim & Mary Barnes
William & Susan Hudgins
Russell Stevenson
Lynn Burns
Kenneth Klunk
Nancy & Anthony
Lomonaco
MAY
Dennis & Linda Flickinger
Fran Hrastar
Elizabeth Robinson
Ruth Charbonneau
Robert Brittingham
Jean & Gregory Smiles
Karen & Michael Pettry
Robin Addison

JUNE
Katherine & Edward
Stevens
Valley Central Emergency
Vet Hospital
Keystone English Springer
Spaniel Club
Deb Drake
Decoys & Wildlife Gallery
Inc.
Elizabeth Dillon
JULY
Martha W. Aschman
Kevin Nagy
HSPD Enterprises LLC
Cyanne’s Antiques
AUGUST
Susan W. Marks
Amanda Good
Monica Shabella
Michael Kuhn
Barbara Breeden
Patricia Diaz
Laura Frigenti & David
Farrell

Summer Splash
Program
James & Andrea Oppy
Maria & Robert Brown
Anne Neese
Kieran & Patricia Naughton
Wendy Hogan
Mary Beth Bannon
Cheryl & Rick Larner
Beryl & John Keegan
Vern & Geraine Stocker
Steve and Helen Schoene
Debbie & Bill Lipcsey

Donations in Memory
of
Buzz & Barbara Bennett–
all our precious Springers that have crossed the
Rainbow Bridge: Major,
Chopper, Trooper, Maggie, Charlie, & Georgie
William A. Bierman–
Gloria Perosio
Kim Bolster–Roger Kane
Pam Bordwick–Mason
Adams
Juliana Brangers–Mojo
D’Azevedo
Juliana Brangers–Max
Brangers-Powell
Barbara Breeden–Paddy
Gerald & Ann Buetow–
Harley VIII
Phyllis Chan–Louis
McAuliffe
Richard Corkery–Annie
Joan Cromwell–Libby
Ilonka D’Azevedo–Max
Brangers-Powell
Kathleen A. Ellis–Tosca
Friedlander

Timothy & Reba Ericksen–
Rosco 8
Laura & David Farrell–
Clover
Francis & Audrey Greenawalt–Pippin Hilda
Haffey–Zeppo
Donna Gillis–Libby
Cromwell
Ann Hoover–Zeppo
Fran Hrastar–Buddy Kruse
John & Frances Hrastar–
Foster
Johnna Jalot–Sophie
Linda & Terry Johnston–
Louis the furbaby
Linda & Terry Johnston–
Beau, Fudge, Eve, & Mojo
Linda Johnston–Ranger &
Quincy
Linda Keiper–Christine
Smith
Barbara Klein–Ruth
Obernauer
Emily Murphy–Zellie
Murphy, MAESSR Class
of ‘02
Debbie & Bill Lipcsey–
Roger Kane
Debbie & Bill Lipcsey–
Beau, Veto LaPolt, Rhett
Watson, Libby Cromwell,
& Savannah
Emily Loose–Linda Loose
Martha McCartney & Carl
Aschman–Savannah
Kent & Kathy Nixon–
Ernie (2004)
Kimberly Osborne–Coco
Versha & Vernon Osburn–
Zeppo
Mary Phillips–My beautiful Rowdy 1998-2012
Vicki Phillips–Wags
Watson, Louis McAuliffe,
Fudge Lynne, Max Powell, Veto LaPolt, Lucky
Fiorentino, & Savannah
Vicki Phillips–Renee
Ayers’ dad
Pat Race–Ranger & Reggie
Johnston
Donna Stauffer–Coco
Kimberly Seger–Thelma
Bonarrigo

Donations in Honor of
Jim & Sue Adamovitch–
Fiona II
Donald & Linda Baker–
The Stockers
Josh & Mary Kate Bauder
–Griswold
Thomas Becker–Liliane
Schuster on Mother’s Day
for being a great mother
to her dogs (Shelby,
Buzzy, & Summit too)

Robert Berry–Zeke
Kim Bolster–Rhiannon
Lipcsey
Jason & Lisa Blazakis–
Fancy & Charlie
Sarah & George Brundage
–Rocket 2 adoption
Gerald & Ann Buetow–
Emma 5 adoption
Barry Burghardt–Henry
John adoption
Barbara Campbell–Madison
John Cazayoux & Jeffrey
Crawford–Quin 2 adoption
Diane Croshaw–Cooper 3
adoption
Linda Dabney–Sunny
adoption
Mr./Mrs. Timothy Daniel
–Arleigh & Sammi
Sandra Dietimeir–Covey
adoption
Ken Frengs–Kane adoption
Laura Frigenti & David
Farrell–Oreo 22 adoption
Mary Jane Gill–Phelps
Anderson adoption
Arlene Handmaker–Blackberry Brandy

Victoria Haynes–Winston
XXII
Catherine A Herald–Oreo
Mary Holt–Reede adoption
Lisa & Tim Joens–Shadow
adoption
Paula & Sam Knutson–Zoe
adoption
Deborah Lamb-Mechanick–Maddie
Robert & Christine Lindmark–Freckles XV
Linda Lintz–Pepper
Debbie & Bill Lipcsey–
Linda Johnston’s
birthday
Diane & Robert Mairs–
Lynne Hoot’s birthday
Martha McCartney & Carl
Aschman–in gratitude
for Elliott & Autumn
Frank Mellon–Dee (multiple gifts)
Kent & Kathy Nixon–
Sparky (AKA Frito)
Kent & Kathy Nixon–all
the MAESSR volunteers
Keny & Kathy Nixon–volunteers

Susan M. Phillips–Blew
adoption
Vicki Phillips–Watson
Vicki Phillips–Linda Johnston’s birthday
William & Janet Reilly–
Maddie & Ellie
David & Savdra Rosenband–Jasmine adoption
Stephen & Helen Schoene
–Charlie adoption
Louise & Wayne Schwarz –
Junior 2 adoption
Forrest & Ceil Sheffy –
Sage’s 13th birthday
Dom & Carroll Sisti – Mr.
Brinkley
Laura Spivey—Sparky
(AKA Frito)
Laura Spivey – Kelly Fialla
Vernon and Geraine
Stocker – Kane’s adoption by the Fengs
Vernon & Geraine Stocker
– Zoe
Beth Watson – Willie
Jane Zennario – Buddy
Roy

Affiliate Update

R

NANCY HALE

emember to go to http://maessr.org/donate/affiliates.php to
see our affiliates, who range from dog vitamins to jewelry. Each
of them will donate to MAESSR when you place an order, and
many products are what you would be ordering or buying anyway! A
cheat sheet was in the 1st Quarter Newsletter at http://maessr.org/
ourwork/newsletters/2013_1stQuarter.pdf
Here are a couple updates to that cheat sheet:
Helping Udders—more dog toys and products and a website that is
browsing fun. Be sure to read about the “udder tug” toy! http://www.
helpingudders.com/Choose_rescue.aspx. Click E under “Breed Specific”
and then Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel under “English Springer
Spaniel.”
Dogstuff.com—All kinds of dog products including a special Made in
America section. Click “Choose another rescue” then “Regional” and
finally “English Springer Spaniel.”

Patches and Dewey order their vitamins from NuVet Labs (www.nuvet.
com/74398), and shirts from Three Scoops of Vanilla (they donate
$10 to MAESSR for every Rescue shirt bought—and they are really
great shirts). Their mom is also registered with IGive.com, through
which many, many companies donate a percent of her purchases to
MAESSR. Through the years, IGive.com has donated almost $4,700 to
MAESSR (so far $261.93 during 2013).

www.maessr.org
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September Is Springertime!
Springerfest picnics continue
There will be games, treats, fun, treats, raffles, treats, shopping,
treats, education, treats, friendship, treats …
The events begin with a welcome address and a parade of the
year’s adopted dogs, followed by the introduction of the current
foster dogs attending the picnic. Watch for Biscuit in the Jug
guessing, educational clinics, play time with dogs, and a box
lunch. Bring along your own drinks plus water and poop bags
for the pups, as well as used ink jet cartridges to donate and,
for our foster dogs, gently-used collars and leashes.
Registration for all events is available at http://maessr.org/
index.php

Saturday, September 7
Springerfest picnic at Downs Park Tanglewood Pavilion, 8311
John Downs Loop, Pasadena, Md. 21122, 10am–4pm.
If you are staying at the Residence Inn, they have agreed to
waive the pet fee for the weekend. Please make sure your pet is
leashed at all times and curb your dog. (Poop clean-up).

Saturday, September 14
The 2nd Annual Rainbow Bridge Celebration at York River
State Park, Williamsburg, Va., from 10am–4pm. For those who
did not register for the original date but would like to attend,
please register by September 7.

Saturday, September 21

J

1st Annual Williamsburg
MAESSR Golf Classic

oin us Saturday, October 5 for the 1st Annual Williamsburg
MAESSR Golf Classic at Kiskiack Golf Club, 8104 Club Drive,
Williamsburg, Va. 23188. Format will be Captains Choice
Best-Ball. Shotgun start is 9am. Proper golf attire is required.
ENTRY FEES: Individual—$65; Teams—$260. Your entry fee
includes green fees, cart, practice balls, and an all-American
cookout lunch, and allows participants to compete for many
prizes.
HOLE SPONSORSHIPS: Starting—$150; Silver—$200; Gold—
$250; and a SPECIAL OFFER • Hole Sponsor plus Team (foursome)—$350
Registration forms, hole sponsorship letter, and request can be
found at http://pets.groups.yahoo.com/group/MAESSR/files/.
Online registration is available at http://www.maessr.org. Entry
forms and fees must be received by October 4, 2013.
Want to be a part of the tournament and be out in that wonderful Virginia fall air? Not a golfer? Volunteers are needed to
solicit donations, help with registration, sell raffle tickets, distribute and pick up Hole Sponsor Signs, hand out raffle prizes,
stuff “goodie” bags, be a “hole-in-one” hole sitter—and probably 100 other tasks! Contact Beryl Keegan bphelpskeegan@
cox.net if you’d like to help.
Not within commuting distance of Williamsburg? Rooms have
been set aside on October 4 and 5 for the tournament at:
Holiday Inn Express WILLIAMSBURG NORTH
720 Lightfoot Road, Williamsburg, VA
Phone (757) 220-0062 or 888 465-4329

MAESSR will have a booth at Newtown Veterinary Hospital,
107 Penns Trail, Newtown, Pa. 18940. Louise and Mike Perkins
(and four-footed friends) will be distributing MAESSR literature, Two queen beds, no smoking—$80.84. Price and rooms are guarraffling a basket full of goodies, spreading the word about
anteed only until September 13. When making the reservation,
MAESSR, and showing off their wonderful dogs. Contact max6114 please let Holiday Inn know that you are with MAESSR.
@gmail.com to offer some additional paws and wiggly tails.
For more information go to www.maessr.org or e-mail John
Saturday, September 21
Keegan at jjkeegan@cox.net.
MAESSR’s last Springerfest picnic of 2013 in Richmond, Virginia at the Dude Ranch Outdoor Pavilion, Glen Allen, Virginia,
from 10am–4pm.

Want to help, but really, really can’t come to the tournament?
The Golf Committee is accepting donations for raffle prizes at
the tournament. Donations can be made at the September 14
Celebration Picnic (York River State Park) or the last SpringerAnd there’s more!
fest picnic on September 21 (Dude Ranch in Glen Allen, Va.).
The Midway Manor Barkfest in Allentown, Pa. from 11am–3pm. Donations can also be mailed to Cheryl Larner, 3982 BourThere will be vendors, rescues and shelters, demonstrations, CGC nemouth Bend, Williamsburg, VA 23188-6637.
testing, professional photographer for on-site pictures, 50/50
and prize raffle, cake walk, dog massage, grooming, and a snack Many wags of the Springer tails to the folks who have been
shed. All proceeds benefit the rescues and shelters that attend. working so hard to organize the tournament.
Contact Candi Lynn at frostysd1@yahoo.com for more details
Tournament Coordinator: John Keegan (757) 869-3049
and to offer helpful paws.
(jjkeegan@cox.net)

Saturday, October 5th
The 1st Annual Williamsburg MAESSR Golf Classic will be
held at Kiskiack Golf Club, 8104 Club Drive, Williamsburg, Va.
23188. Captains Choice Best-Ball. See our separate article for
additional contact information or visit http://maessr.org/
marketplace/ViewItemForSale.php?id=533

Donations Coordinator and Treasurer: Cheryl Larner
(757) 250-3102 (justct@cox.net)
Sponsorship Coordinator: Rick Larner (757) 250-3102
(tack-n-jibe@cox.net)
Volunteer Coordinator: Beryl Keegan (757) 869-3219
(bphelpskeegan@cox.net

www.maessr.org

Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
P.O. Box 15354
Richmond, VA 23227
info@maessr.org
(301)362-0423

MAESSR President – president@maessr.org
Vice President – vicepresident@maessr.org
Adoptions Coordinator – adoptioncoordinator@maessr.org
Senior Dogs Coordinator – seniors@maessr.org
Fundraising Coordinator – fundraising@maessr.org
Newsletter Editor – newsletter@maessr.org
Dog Intake/Foster Home Coordinator – foster@maessr.org
Transport Coordinator – transport@maessr.org
Volunteer Coordinator – volunteers@maessr.org
Shelter Dog Coordinator – shelterdog@maessr.org
Owner Relinquishment Coordinator – relinquish@maessr.org

FROM PAWPRINTS ON THE CANAL:

DEBBIE LIPCSEY AT THE ESSFTA SPRINGER NATIONALS

ABOVE—BOGEY AND STELLA WOLFF;
RIGHT—GEORGIE RADANOVIC WON 2ND
PRIZE IN THE TALENT CONTEST

The Dog Days of Summer
QUANTITY

ITEM

DESCRIPTION/CIRCLE CHOICE

PRICE

Football Bandannas (It’s that time again!)
handmade by a MAESSR volunteer

Eagles Jets Giants Redskins Steelers
Penn State (navy) Penn State (white)

$10.00

Baseball Cap • Khaki w/black trim, side
zipper storage, Springer profile

Liver

Black

Full-fashion Tote Bag • Top zipper, 			
19½x14, embroidered Springer

$23.50
$28.00

Fall Springer Garden Flags			
Patriotic (Labor Day)
Halloween Howl
Leaves
Pumpkins

Liver
Liver
Liver
Liver

Black
Black
Black
Black

$18.00
$18.00
$18.00
$18.00

Fall Springer House Flags			
Patriotic (Labor Day)
Leaves
Pumpkins

Liver
Liver
Liver

Black
Black
Black

$34.00
$34.00
$34.00

Candle Toppers • Designed to fit the
standard candle with a 215/16” opening
		
Phone # _____________________________________

Beach
Home
Farm

L/W
L/W
L/W

B/W
B/W
B/W

E-mail Address ______________________________________

Ship To: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Prices include shipping. Please enclose this slip with your check made payable to MAESSR.
Mail to:
MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
TOTAL

TOTAL

